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Figure 1: Our method improves stability and step size for the simulation of constraint-based objects subject to high tensile forces, isolated or
coupled with other types of objects. Bow: stiff 3D frame, 1D inextensible string, rigid arrow ; Trampoline: soft lateral springs, inextensible
textile ; Knee: complex assembly of rigid bodies and stiff unilateral springs ; Ragdoll: rigid body assembly.
Abstract
We present a unification of the two main approaches to sim-
ulate deformable solids, namely elasticity and constraints.
Elasticity accurately handles soft to moderately stiff objects,
but becomes numerically hard as stiffness increases. Con-
straints efficiently handle high stiffness, but when integrated
in time they can suffer from instabilities in the nullspace
directions, generating spurious transverse vibrations when
pulling hard on thin inextensible objects or articulated rigid
bodies. We show that geometric stiffness, the tensor encoding
the change of force directions (as opposed to intensities) in re-
sponse to a change of positions, is the missing piece between
the two approaches. This previously neglected stiffness term
is easy to implement and dramatically improves the stability
of inextensible objects and articulated chains, without adding
artificial bending forces. This allows time step increases up to
several orders of magnitude using standard linear solvers.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational
Geometry and Object Modeling—[Physically based model-
ing] I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics
and Realism—[Animation]
Keywords: Physically based animation, Simulation, Dynam-
ics, Constraints, Continuum mechanics, Geometric Stiffness
1 Introduction
Constraint-based simulation is very popular for implement-
ing joints in articulated rigid bodies, and to enforce inexten-
sibility in some directions of deformable objects such as ca-
bles or cloth. Its mathematical formulation makes it numer-
ically robust to infinite stiffness, contrary to elasticity-based
simulation, and some compliance can be introduced in the
formulation or obtained through approximate solutions. Un-
fortunately, when the constraint forces are large, constraint-
based objects are prone to instabilities in the transverse, un-
constrained directions. This occurs when pulling hard on in-
extensible strings and sheets, or on chains of articulated bod-
ies. The spurious vibrations can lead to unrealistic behaviors
or even simulation divergence. They can be avoided using
small time steps or complex non-linear solvers, however this
dramatically slows down the simulation, while many appli-
cations, especially in interactive simulation, hardly allow for
one linear solution per frame. The simulation speed can only
be maintained by relaxing inextensibility, or using implicit
elastic bending forces, however this changes the constitutive
law of the simulated objects.
In this work, we show how to perform stable and efficient
simulations of both extensible and inextensible constraint-
based objects subject to high tensile forces. The key to trans-
verse stability lies in the geometric stiffness, a first-order ap-
proximation of the change of direction of the internal forces
due to rotation or bending. Neglecting the geometric stiff-
ness, as usually done in constraint-based simulation, is a sim-
plification of the linearized equation system, which in turn is
a simplification of the exact, non-linear implicit integration.
In case of thin objects, this leaves the transverse directions
unconstrained, leading to uncontrolled extensions after time
integration, introducing artificial potential energy. While this
is acceptable for small stiffnesses or short time steps, this may
introduce instabilities in the other cases. In this paper, we
show that solving the complete linear equation allows high
stiffnesses and large time steps which were only achievable
using much slower non-linear solvers before. We show how
to handle the geometric stiffness in a numerically stable way,
even for very large material stiffness. The implementation is
easy to combine with existing implicit solvers, and can pro-
vide several orders of magnitude speed-ups. Moreover, it al-
lows a unification of rigid body and continuum mechanics.
In the next section, we detail our background and motiva-
tion through an introductory example. The principle of our
method is then explained in Section 3. Its application to a
wide variety of cases is then presented in Section 4. We con-
clude and sketch future work in Section 5.
2 Background and Motivation
The topic of constrained dynamics simulation is too wide to
cite all the significant contributions. In this section, we briefly
present the general approaches to enforce constraints: soft
constraints (stiffness), hard and compliant constraints (La-
grange multipliers), position-based dynamics and others spe-
cialized methods. We refer the interested reader to [Nealen
et al. 2006] for a more complete survey on the simulation
of deformable objects and to [Witkin 1997; Erleben 2013] for
constrained dynamics.
To help motivate our contributions and to review the previ-
ous work at the same time, we illustrate these approaches on
a simple constraint: the distance between points.
2.1 Stiffness
A simple way to maintain desired distances between points
is to use springs. Each spring applies a pair of opposite forces
to its endpoints as a function of the distance (elasticity) and
distance change rate (damping). In this comparison between
methods, we neglect damping for the sake of simplicity. Let
xi and xj be the positions of two particles, vi, vj their veloci-
ties, and ai, aj their accelerations. The potential energy of the
spring is V = k(l¯ − l)2/2 where l = ‖xi − xj‖ is the current
length of the spring, l¯ the rest length, and k the stiffness. The
intensity of the force is given by:
λ = −∂V
∂l
= k(l¯ − l) (1)
The 3D force is the product of the intensity with a unit vector
parallel to the spring: fi = −fj = λu, where u = (xi − xj)/l.
Each particle is governed by Newton’s Ordinary Differential
Equation (ODE) f = ma, and they can be put together in the
equation system: Ma = f , where M is a nd × nd diagonal
matrix, nd is the number of independent degrees of freedom
(6 for two particles), while the nd × 1 state vectors a and f
respectively are the net accelerations and the net forces. Dis-
crete time integration is used to update positions and veloci-
ties. Using subscript + to denote the value at the end of the
incoming time step, the symplectic Euler method is given by:
v+ = v + ha (2)
x+ = x+ hv+ (3)
where h is the length of the time step. This method diverges
for high stiffnesses or large time steps. A way to remedy this
is implicit integration [Baraff and Witkin 1998]. The simplest
version, very popular in Computer Graphics, is Implicit Eu-
ler, which replaces the current with the future accelerations in
Eq.(2). This requires the solution of the linearized equation:
(M− h2K)v+ = p+ hf (4)
where p = Mv is the momentum andK = ∂f
∂x
is the stiffness
matrix. If needed, a symmetric damping term can be added
to the system matrix [Baraff and Witkin 1998]. For clarity, we
consider it part of the mass matrix in the rest of the paper.
Unfortunately, while typically sparse, the implicit integration
matrixH = M−h2K generally cannot be efficiently factored
as a product of sparse matrices, and solving the linear sys-
tem in Eq.(4) can be the bottleneck of the simulation, unless
approximate iterative solutions are used. Moreover, since the
elastic forces are invariant under rigid displacements, K is
typically singular. Thus, large stiffnesses generally result in
nearly singular matrices H, which can strongly penalize the
convergence speed of iterative methods. Consequently, sim-
ulating very stiff objects remains difficult using traditional
elasticity.
2.2 Hard Constraints
Maintaining constant distances between particles to repre-
sent rigid links can be formulated as a Differential Algebraic
Equation (DAE) using constraints [Barzel and Barr 1988; As-
cher et al. 1995; Baraff 1996]. In this approach, besides the
standard ODE f = Ma, each link is modeled using a holo-
nomic constraint φ(x) = 0. There is a wide variety of
constraint-based formulations depending on time discretiza-
tion and constraint stabilization, and we simply sketch rep-
resentative approaches. Combining the constraints with the
ODE requires one or two time differentiations, depending on
the time discretization used in the simulation:
Jv = 0 (5)
Ja = c(v) (6)
where the nc × nd matrix J = ∂φ∂x is the Jacobian of the con-
straints, nc is the number of scalar constraints (one per link),
and c = −J˙v is a velocity-dependent term encoding the non-
linearity of φ with respect to x. Each link is associated with
one row of the Jacobian, composed of two non-null blocks
Ji = u
T and Jj = − uT . Enforcing geometric constraints
requires constraint forces. One can show that to preserve ki-
netic energy, the constraint forces fc applied to the particles
have to be in the form:
fc = J
Tλ (7)
The λ are called the Lagrange multipliers of the constraints.
Putting it all together, implicit integration is implemented as
a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) equation system, here on ve-
locities: (
M −JT
J 0
)(
v+
µ+
)
=
(
p+ hfe
0
)
(8)
where µ = hλ are the constraint impulses, and fe corre-
sponds to the net external forces. Since M is easy to in-
vert, one can come up with a smaller, though possibly denser,
equation system using the Schur complement of the previous
matrix:
JM−1JTµ+ = −JM−1(p+ hfe) (9)
The right-hand term represents the time derivative of the
constrained value (the velocity error) that would occur if no
constraint forces were applied. The unknowns µ represent
the constraint impulse intensities necessary to cancel this er-
ror. The equation matrix in Eq.(9) is positive semi-definite,
since it is singular in case of redundant constraints. When
Eq.(9) is solved using a block Gauss-Seidel solver, the method
is usually called impulse-based [Mirtich 1996; Weinstein et al.
2006]. This approach is easy to implement, straighforwardly
handles constraint redundancy, and can be fast.
Hard constraints can be used to model thin deformable ob-
jects one can bend in the transverse (unconstrained) direc-
tion, while being theoretically inextensible in the constrained
direction. However, when the tensile force is large with re-
spect to the particle masses, instabilities in the transverse di-
rection(s) occur, making the method impractical for such ap-
plications.
When an elastic object simulated using Eq.(4) undergoes
kinematic constraints with Jacobian J, the following equation
holds: (
H −JT
J 0
)(
v+
µ+
)
=
(
p+ hf
ψ
)
(10)
where the top row corresponds to Eq.(4) with additional con-
straint forces. A non-zero constraint value ψ may also ac-
count for non-holonomic constraints, or constraint stabiliza-
tion [Cline and Pai 2003]. This formulation has been used
for contacts between deformable objects [Duriez et al. 2008;
Zheng and James 2011]. The reduced equation, not easily
available since the upper-left block of the matrix is not effi-
ciently invertible, has been addressed iteratively by [Otaduy
et al. 2009]. [Kaufman et al. 2014] notice that the impulse-
based or linear processing of contact forces in the transverse
direction generate instabilities, and propose a third-degree
model to avoid these. [Goldenthal et al. 2007] also identify
such instabilities in the case of cloth simulation and propose
an approximated, non-linear solver for handling them. We
also address the issue of instabilities in the transverse direc-
tions, but our approach is first-degree and requires only one
linear solution, using the stiffness of the constraint forces in
contrast with the other methods.
2.3 Compliant Constraints
It is possible to add some relaxation to hard constraints by
inserting a positive diagonal block in the bottom right of the
matrix in Eq.(8). While sometimes presented as a numerical
regularization for Eq.(9), this approach can be rigorously de-
rived from an elastic constitutive law of the constraint forces:
Cλ = −φ, where the diagonal matrixC contains the compli-
ance (inverse stiffness) of each scalar constraint [Servin et al.
2006; Lacoursie`re 2007]. Backwards time differentiation pro-
vides:
Cλ+ = C
µ+
h
= −φ+ ≈ −φ− hJv+ (11)
The equation system of Eq.(8) becomes:(
M −JT
J 1
h2
C
)(
v+
µ+
)
=
(
p+ hfe
− 1
h
φ
)
(12)
with an analogous reduced equation given as(
JM−1JT +
1
h2
C
)
µ+ = −
1
h
φ− JM−1 (p+ hfe) . (13)
This approach provides an appealing, unified treatment of
elasticity and constraints. Notice the contrast with the im-
plicit integration of stiff springs: while increasing stiffnesses
leads to an increasingly high-valued, nearly singular ma-
trix in Eq.(4), the corresponding decrease of the compliance
in Eq.(13) keeps the equation numerically tractable. Conse-
quently, high stiffnesses are more easily handled using the
compliant constraint-based approach than the implicit inte-
gration of stiff elasticity. Moreover, matrix C has a numer-
ical regularization effect which makes the constraint-based
approach tractable even in degenerate cases.
Unfortunately, for stiff strings and surfaces, we observe the
same instabilities as using hard constraints when pulling too
hard, or lifting a heavy object using a light, inextensible
string. This is due to the lack of stiffness in the transverse
direction, resulting from the linearization of the constraints,
as observed by [Kaufman et al. 2014]. It is possible to in-
crease stability by solving the corresponding DAE using a
non-linear solver, however this is compute-intensive and no-
toriously hard to implement robustly. Implicitly integrated
bending stiffness can be used for stabilization [Servin and
Lacoursie`re 2008], however it introduces ad-hoc parameters,
additional complexity and changes the constitutive law. In
summary, constraints efficiently model very stiff objects, as
long as the tension is not too large, which defeats the pur-
pose of stiffness.
2.4 Position-based Simulation
The trend of treating constraints and elasticity in an unified
way can also be observed for position-based simulation [Gas-
cuel and Gascuel 1994; Mu¨ller et al. 2006; Bender et al. 2013;
Macklin et al. 2014], which generalizes impulse-based sim-
ulation to the position level. The particles first move un-
constrained, generating constraint violations, then displace-
ments are applied to cancel these, and velocities are updated
accordingly. The iterative solution is implemented on a per-
link basis, and easily generalized to all types of constraints.
These approaches use block Gauss-Seidel-like solvers, which
process the constraints sequentially and modify the posi-
tions after each constraint processing. The next constraint is
thus processed using up-to-date positions, which efficiently
handles non-linearities. Interestingly, no linearization arti-
fact makes the correction overshoot, thus it does not suf-
fer from the instabilities of previous constraint-based ap-
proaches. However, stiffness is not explicitly modeled in this
method. The solution converges to a rigid behavior, and flex-
ibility, obtained through approximate solutions, is a function
of space and time discretization among other factors. More-
over, the convergence toward inextensibility can be very
slow. Thus, while simple and stable, practical position-based
simulation does not accurately handle stiff objects.
[Bouaziz et al. 2014] proposed a Jacobi-style solver with a
similar way of updating constraints at each iteration. It re-
sults in a very efficient and stable method for specific cases
when the matrix of Eq.(4) can be precomputed (constant mass
matrix, constant material, constant set of constraints). This
work also introduces continuum-based materials to position-
based dynamics, however it only handles simplified physics
(linear compressible materials) and moderate stiffness.
2.5 Specialized Approaches
In summary, simulating very stiff objects or constraints re-
mains challenging. The implicit integration of stiff elastic
forces is numerically hard, and requires complex non-linear
solvers to achieve the desired stiffness. Hard constraints,
or their extension to compliant materials, are numerically
easier but instabilities occur in the unconstrained directions
due to non-linearity. Position-based approaches handle non-
linearity thanks to iterative local solutions which unfortu-
nately are not efficient for stiff objects. Non-linear solvers
have been proposed, but they require several linear solves
per iteration and they do not accurately handle elasticity.
Specialized approaches have thus been proposed. The sim-
plest way to enforce hard distance constraints is to use rela-
tive coordinates [Featherstone 1987; Bertails et al. 2006], how-
ever this is not well adapted to closed loops and it is not
more stable. Specialized approaches have been proposed
to simulate inextensible cables [Garcı´a-Ferna´ndez et al. 2008;
Servin et al. 2011; Sueda et al. 2011] and clothes [Provot 1995;
Thomaszewski et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010; Narain et al.
2012].
3 Stable Constraints
We present a new approach to take transverse directions into
account while only solving a regular linear equation system.
This formulation allows stable and fast simulation of non-
linear energy-based constraints, such as the ones issued from
the continuum mechanics. We first introduce concept of ge-
ometric stiffness using a simple example, then we show how
we can use it to stabilize any constraint derived from an en-
ergy such as potentials and elastic constitutive laws.
3.1 Geometric Stiffness
The term geometric stiffness is generally employed in buckling
analysis when linear approximations cannot handle large
displacements for static analysis. It is associated with the
geometrically non-linear part of the strain calculation. It is
sometimes called stability coefficient matrix or initial stress stiff-
ness matrix, see [Cook 1995; Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000] for
more details.
Coming back to our introductory example on springs, the
stiffness matrix discussed in Sec.(2.1) is composed of four
3× 3 matrix blocks computed as the sum of two terms:
∂fj
∂xi
=
∂fi
∂xj
= − ∂fi
∂xi
= − ∂fj
∂xj
= kuuT−λ
l
(
I3 − uuT
)
(14)
where I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. The first term en-
codes the change of force corresponding to a change of spring
length, thus a change of elastic energy and force intensity.
The second term of the stiffness block encodes the change of
force corresponding to a change of direction, as illustrated in
Fig.(2). Note that the infinitesimal displacement orthogonal
to the direction of the spring keeps the length and the elastic
energy constant. The magnitude of the force does not change,
only its direction does.
Based on Eq.(11), the stiffness of the compliant constraint
is only K = JTC−1J, which corresponds to the extension
term kuuT and neglects the geometric stiffness of the spring
(which should be zero only for null extensions l = l¯). One
can easily check, by modifying an implicit spring simulation
method, that neglecting the geometric stiffness causes the
aforementioned instabilities in the transverse directions. In
Projective Dynamics [Bouaziz et al. 2014], only the isotropic
and constant term −kI3 is kept in Eq.(14) to allow pre-
factorization, the full stiffness matrix being a Laplacian ma-
trix. While this is accurate for l¯ = 0 or l  l¯, the stiffness in
the transverse direction is overestimated for small extensions
l ≈ l¯, resulting in damping or locking.
3.2 Stiffness Splitting
We now present how to include the geometric stiffness term
in a compliant constraint approach in order to get stable
and more accurate elastic behaviors for arbitrary stiffnesses.
While this can be derived from the variational formulation of
implicit Euler and one step of Newton’s method, our deriva-
tion extends [Servin et al. 2006; Lacoursie`re 2007], to empha-
size the equivalence between hard constraints and the limit
of infinitely stiff materials. Elastic forces act to minimize a
certain potential energy:
V =
1
2
φ(x)TC−1φ(x) (15)
Figure 2: Geometric stiffness. Transverse displacements change
the direction of the force rather than its intensity.
whereφ is a measure of departure from the rest configuration
(e.g., (l − l¯) for a spring), x are the independent kinematic
degrees of freedom, C−1 is the stiffness (e.g., k for a spring).
The elastic forces are computed as the opposite gradient of
this potential energy:
fp = −∂V
∂x
T
= −∂φ
∂x
T ∂V
∂φ
T
= JTλ (16)
where J = ∂φ
∂x
is the constraint Jacobian (e.g., ±uT for a
spring), and λ is the constraint forces. The stiffness matrix
is computed by differentiating the forces:
K =
∂fp
∂x
= JT
∂λ
∂φ
J +
∂JT
∂x
λ (17)
where the first term is the material stiffness matrix represent-
ing the change of constraint force magnitude (e.g.,±kuuT for
a spring), and the second term:
K˜ =
∂JT
∂x
λ (18)
is the geometric stiffness matrix encoding the variation of con-
straint force direction (e.g., ±λ
l
(I3 − uuT ) for a spring).
These terms are used in the regular implicit integration sys-
tem of Eq.(4). In this equation, the net force is the sum of
external and elastic forces: f = fe + JTC−1φ. In non-linear
ODEs integrated semi-implicitly, φ may be large, leading to
inconsistent forces, artificial damping or even locking when
C→ 0.
The originality of our approach is to compute the elastic
forces using the available constraint forces λ computed at
the previous integration step, rather than the current φ. This
is exactly equivalent for linear ODEs integrated using back-
ward Euler, and this preserves force consistency in the case
of non-linear ODEs. The implicit integration Eq.(4) becomes:
(M− h2(JTC−1J+ K˜))v+ = p+ hfe + hJTλ (19)
Noticing from Eq.(11) that λ+ = λ + hC−1Jv+, we get the
following dynamics equation:
(M− h2K˜)v+ − hJTλ+ = p+ hfe (20)
Using compliant constraint impulses and the constitutive law
the same way as in Eq.(12), we get:(
M− h2K˜ −JT
J 1
h2
C
)(
v+
µ+
)
=
(
p+ hfe
− 1
h
φ
)
(21)
This novel constrained dynamics equation is a middle
ground between regular implicit elasticity and the constraint-
based approach: the material stiffness is modeled using the
compliance in the bottom right block, as in the compliant con-
straints (Eq.(12)), while the geometric stiffness is added to the
mass matrix as usual in implicit integration (Eq.(4)). At the
first time step, or if a constraint was not existing at the previ-
ous time step, the corresponding λ is unknown and we sim-
ply neglect its associated geometric stiffness. We have not
noticed instabilities occurring in one time step.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the geomet-
ric non-linearity of the constraints is handled like elasticity.
Large, or even infinite stiffnesses are robustly handled thanks
to the constraint-based formulation, while transverse insta-
bilities are avoided thanks to the geometric stiffness. Hard
kinematic constraints of Sec.(2.2) simply correspond to a null
compliance matrix, but they are stabilized by the geometric
stiffness contrary to traditional constrained dynamics. Sim-
ilarly to [Teran et al. 2005], it is possible to enforce positive
definiteness of the geometric stiffness matrix in order to im-
prove numerical stability on certain solver classes.
Constraint-based elasticity unifies elasticity and constraint-
based simulation, and leaves a modeling choice to the sim-
ulation designer. Large material stiffness is better handled
using Lagrange multipliers with a compliance matrix in the
bottom-right matrix block, however this creates a larger
equation system. We call this the compliance formulation. Low
stiffness is thus better handled in the top-left block using a
stiffness matrix as in regular elasticity, which we call the stiff-
ness formulation. Although our approach combines Lagrange
multipliers and penalty forces, it should not be confused with
the Augmented Lagrangian Method [Nocedal and Wright
2006] which requires several linear solves and only handles
hard constraints in its standard formulation.
3.3 Unilateral Constraints
Unilateral constraints φ(x) ≥ 0 are widely used to represent
contacts and joint limits. For instance, the penetration depth
at a contact point can be a non linear function of the indepen-
dent DOFs that can benefit from our formulation to achieve
better stability in case of large penetrations.
The extension of our approach to such constraints is straight-
forward. The geometric stiffness can be set in the (top-left
block) dynamic matrix in the exact same way as for bilat-
eral constraints, while the Signorini conditions are applied
to the constraint velocities and impulses. In particular, in the
case of springs the transverse motion will still be penalized
bilaterally, while the extension motion will undergo unilateral
constraints. The resulting KKT system can be readily solved
using a general QP solver. When the dynamics matrix is eas-
ily invertible it is possible to compute the Schur complement
in order to obtain an equivalent, but smaller Linear Comple-
mentarity Problem (LCP) that can be solved by various algo-
rithms [Erleben 2013; Tomcin et al. 2014]. Coulomb friction
can also be solved using constraint-based methods [Anitescu
and Hart 2004; Kaufman et al. 2008]. Our method is compat-
ible with all these numerical solvers.
Figure 3: Stress test for cables made of particles and distance con-
straints (left), or articulated rigid bodies (right). A heavy weight is
falling down, eventually creating a large stress.
4 Results
Potentially all non-linear constraints can be stabilized us-
ing geometric stiffness. We present here some examples to
demonstrate the robustness of our method in various chal-
lenging situations. We stress that all the results presented in
this section were obtained using a single linear system solve
per time step, without extra constraint stabilization passes,
using one thread of an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.40GHz.
Our solvers are available in the Compliant plugin of the SOFA
open-source library [Faure et al. 2012].
4.1 Discrete Materials
Cables Significant improvements are achieved on the
springs (i.e. distance constraints), most likely because they
have two transverse directions for only one material direc-
tion. To test the distance constraints with our solver, we
model an inextensible cable with null bending stiffness and
mass properties close to that found on a crane (500Kg for
10m). We attach one extremity and we load the other with
a heavy object, creating large mass ratios between the two.
Starting the simulation with a tight cable, our constraints are
able to pull very large weights with negligible extension us-
ing an LDLT solver. For a fixed 0.01s time step, without geo-
metric stiffness, the simulation quickly diverges as shown in
Table 1.
weight 10t 100t 106t 109t 1012t 1015t
without max err 5e−14 X X X X X
with max err 5e−14 1e−13 9e−9 7e−9 8e−6 0.009
Table 1: Error in percents of cable elongation to lift a box with
different masses, with and without geometric stiffness for a fixed
0.01s time step.
In the more challenging situation shown in Fig.(3), our solver
is able to realistically handle 1 : 100 mass ratios with large
time steps (0.04s), while traditional constraints are not able to
stably simulate the cable even for a 1 : 1 mass ratio. Ten and
one hundred distance constraints are respectively simulated
at 500 fps and 100 fps using an LDLT solver. The cable swings
naturally, with a slight damping due to integration.
Sheets Inextensible cloth simulation is challenging and has
been mostly simulated using local strain limiting methods
[Thomaszewski et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010] that converge
very slowly in large regions, or dedicated non-linear solvers
[Goldenthal et al. 2007]. Using our method, inextensible or
very stiff clothes can be simulated using a simple linear solu-
tion (50 MINRES iterations in the example shown in Fig.(4)),
making it compatible with real-time applications. As a stress
test, heavy weights were attached at the bottom of an inexten-
sible cloth (c = 0). Using a direct LDLT solver the simulation
is stable even with a very large mass ratio (1 : 500) between
Figure 4: Stiff clothes made of stable distance constraints
the weights and the cloth particles and runs at more than 500
FPS.
Articulated Rigid Bodies can also be greatly stabilized using
geometric stiffness. Consider a ball-and-socket joint connect-
ing two rigid bodies with rigid coordinates x1 = (t1,R1)
and x2 = (t2,R2) at points si = ti + Ris¯i, where the bar
denotes local coordinates. The total Jacobian of the distance
is: J =
(
J1 −J2
)
where Ji =
(
I3 −R̂is¯i
)
, and a hat on a
vector represents the 3× 3 skew-symmetric matrix encoding
the associated vector product. The geometric stiffness associ-
ated with a constraint force λ is:
K˜ =
∂JT
∂x
λ =
(
K˜1 0
0 −K˜2
)
, K˜i =
(
0 0
0 λ̂R̂is¯i
)
(22)
Note that the geometric stiffness matrix is not symmetric in
this case. This is due to the fact that rigid transformations
are not a vector space. While non-symmetric linear systems
are relatively easy to solve (using a LU decomposition for
instance), non-symmetric LCPs are more difficult to handle
as most solvers expect at least a symmetric matrix. To cope
with this issue, we use the symmetric part of the geometric
stiffness: (K˜ + K˜T )/2. We found this approach to have vir-
tually the same stabilizing properties as using the exact, non-
symmetric geometric stiffness matrix, as shown in Fig. 5.
As an added benefit, in most cases our approach removes the
need for a separate constraint stabilization pass, traditionally
required in rigid-body simulations. We can instead specify
a very small, non-zero compliance value and still obtain a
stable behavior with no constraint drift. This contrasts with
Baumgarte stabilizers which are difficult to tune. For larger
time steps, an extra stabilization pass (e.g., post-stabilization
[Cline and Pai 2003]) can be applied. For the stress-test
shown in Fig.(3) of a chain of rigid bodies connected by ball-
and-socket joints, we observe significant improvements re-
ported in Fig.(5). Compared to standard constraint solving
approaches, our simulator can handle much larger mass ra-
tios, up to 3 orders of magnitude. This higher stability can
be exploited to increase the time step by more than one order
of magnitude for regular simulations (mass ratio ≤1:10), but
more challenging situations can also be achieved with real-
time compatible time steps. As a comparison, both commer-
cial simulators PhysX and Havok recommend a mass ratio
smaller than 1 : 10.
While simulating a long chain (e.g. 50 rigid bodies) is very
hard using regular constraints, it is possible with our solver.
The accompanying video shows the same example with
hinge joints. Without geometric stiffness, the chain keeps vi-
brating even using a mass ratio of 1 : 1 and a tiny time step.
Using the geometric stiffness, the same chain is very stable
even for large time steps. It is possible to create very long
chains and to add joint limits similar to the ones found in
bicycles.
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Figure 5: Feasable constant time step for a varying weight attached
to a chain of ten articulated rigids (ball-and-socket).
4.2 Continuous Materials
Interestingly, the compliant formulation of Eq.(21) can be ap-
plied to continuous media mechanics methods such as FEM,
to combine accuracy and stability. In continuum mechanics,
the elastic potential energy of deformable materials is typi-
cally integrated in space using Gaussian cubature, i.e., as a
weighted sum of energy densities computed at sample loca-
tions in the material:
V =
∑
i
1
2
wiε
T
i Diεi (23)
where, for each Gauss point i, εi is the strain (vector writ-
ten using Voigt notation), Di = ∂σi/∂εi is the material stiff-
ness matrix characterizing the local elastic behavior, σi is the
stress, and wi is the weight, a fraction of the volume of the
integration domain.
It is natural to express constraints at the material strain level
(i.e., φ = ε), as it results in a block-diagonal compliance
matrix, with one constraint D−1i per Gauss point i. Stiff-
ness blocks are small (resp. 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 6 × 6 for 1-, 2-, 3-
dimensional materials with a regular strain measure) and can
be independently and easily inverted. For linear materials,
they are constant and can be precomputed at initialization.
Sometimes the compliance formulation D−1i is even known
analytically (e.g., (an)isotropic Hooke’s law).
Strain is usually derived from the deformation gradient F,
that is linear with respect to x for most deformation models
(finite elements, mesh-less methods, linear blend skinning,
modal subspace). Therefore, the geometric stiffness depends
on the non-linearity of the strain measure ε(F). For instance,
the Green-Lagrange case is derived in Appendix A. The co-
rotational strain measure is: ε = (RTF− I)∗, where R is the
closest rotation from F and (.)∗ maps a tensor to a vector in
Voigt notation. The Jacobian J = ∂ε/∂x is updated at each
time step using the current estimate of R; while the geomet-
ric stiffness is obtained from the derivative of R with respect
to F. For the SVD-based corotational strain and principal
stretches [Irving et al. 2004] the geometric stiffness is based
on the jacobian of the SVD [Papadopoulo and Lourakis 2000].
This method works similarly for any other strain measures
(invariants of Green’s deformation tensor, logarithmic strain,
etc.), and for any material laws (hyperelasticity, anisotropy,
plasticity). Any continuum-based energy can be simulated
using constraints with any discretization method. Note that
the geometric stiffness of the corotational strain measure is
often neglected in the stiffness formulation, which can lead
to instabilities for large deformations. The proper handling
of the geometric stiffness makes the compliance formulation
suitable for Continuous Media Mechanics. Its implementa-
tion is available in the Flexible plugin of SOFA [Faure et al.
2012].
Figure 6: Complex materials. Left: A patch of anisotropic quads
pulled by external forces (Von Mises Stress texturing). Right:
Four armadillos, all simulated by different materials (red rigid
body, green plastic tetra FEM, blue Neo-Hookean hexa FEM, yel-
low St Venant-Kirchhoff meshless), are colliding using unilateral
constraints.
2D Materials Simulating cloth using hard constraint dis-
tances is challenging, but using stiff 2D continuum-material
is even more so. We thus compare the standard implicit stiff-
ness with our continuum-based constraints on stiff triangular
finite elements (St Venant Kirchoff withE = 1GPa, ν = 0.49).
Using a MINRES solver, the stiffness version never converges
(even after 10000 iterations), while our method converges in
about 1000 iterations. It is fairly stable and several hundred
Kg can even be attached at the bottom of the cloth without
stretching it.
In Table 2 we analyze the conditioning of linear systems for
cloth animation modeled with both distance constraints and
triangular FEM. The maximal condition number is always
much smaller with our approach (KKT system) than with im-
plicit stiffness, which could explain why the numerical solver
converges more easily.
1D Springs compliance (c=0) O(1e5)
(Fig. 4) stiffness (k=1e15) O(1e12)
2D St-VK triangle FEM compliance O(1e3)
(E = 1 GPa, ν = 0.49) stiffness O(1e6)
Table 2: Maximal condition number during the animation of a
falling stiff cloth (10x10)
3D Materials As already noticed, for soft enough materi-
als the stiffness formulation is more suitable in terms of com-
putational cost. However only soft material allow behav-
ior comparisons with the compliance formulation. We thus
compared the two formulations for a soft cantilever beam,
leading to similar results as expected. This validates the cor-
rectness of our method. Likewise, neglecting the geometric
stiffness leads to incorrect behaviors (i.e., transverse oscilla-
tions). However, in 3D there are no pure unconstrained trans-
verse directions as in thin objects. Consequently, simulating
3D materials takes no advantage of the constraint formula-
tion, and does not allow to easily simulate higher stiffnesses.
Moreover, the number of constraints necessary to simulate
3D elasticity becomes really large: a finite element beam com-
posed of 525 nodes and 2560 tetrahedra requires 15360 scalar
constraints (6 per integration point) to simulate its elasticity,
compared with 1575 scalar DOFs in the stiffness approach.
It becomes hard to redeem the system size by improving its
conditioning.
Figure 7: A bow physically shooting an arrow. (Left) At rest, an
inextensible string slightly bends a stiff solid wood frame. (Mid-
dle) Applying a force on the string significantly bends the frame.
(Right) When released, the string is tightened by the wood which
comes back to its rest position, projects the arrow then oscillates.
Complex Materials An example of anisotropic material, is
shown in Fig.6-Left. A patch of quads FEM with a Green-
Lagrange strain measure and an orthotropic Hooke’s law
(matrix D) is pulled by external forces. Note that a bi-linear
quad has 4 integration points meaning 3 × 4 scalar con-
straints.
Fig. 6-Right presents others material laws, strain measures
and types of DOFs. A non-linear hyperelastic material is
demonstrated with a Neo-Hookean material computed from
principal stretches. The compliance matrix needs to be up-
dated at each time step. Principal stretches are interesting in
the case of constraints as they create only 3 constraints in 3D
(vs 6 for a regular strain). The material matrices inverted to
get the compliance matrices are simple 3×3 matrices and the
size of the compliance part of the system is twice as small.
Plasticity can be simulated as a linear mapping from strain to
strain which does not generate any geometric stiffness [Irv-
ing et al. 2004].
4.3 Complex Objects
Ragdoll The wild ragdoll presented in Fig.(1) is made of
12 rigid bodies articulated with joints limits (unilateral con-
straints). It is swinging on an articulated rigid liana com-
posed of 10 ball-and-socket links. The simulation runs at 70
fps with a 0.01s time step using a Projected Gauss-Seidel LCP
solver (on the Schur Complement computed from a LDLT
decomposition) with 200 iterations. It swings naturally, and
remains stable even when strongly shaken by user interac-
tion. Conversely, neglecting the geometric stiffness produces
an unstable simulation.
Bow The bow shown in Fig.7 is composed of a frame and
a string. The frame is a 3D material simulated by a corota-
tional meshless method with a stiff wood material (E = 10
GPa). The string is made of ten inextensible distance con-
straints. The string is attached to the frame using hard bind-
ings [Sifakis et al. 2007]. The two-way interaction between
the string and the arrow (rigid body) is modeled as an unilat-
eral constraint. Accurately handling high stiffnesses is nec-
essary to simulate the shooting. Our solver runs at 85 fps,
dt = 0.005s with collisions (Projected Gauss-Seidel).
Trampoline We used nearly inextensible distance constraints
(c = 10−10) to model the jumping mat of a trampoline con-
nected to a rigid frame by soft springs k = 5.103 as illus-
trated in Fig.(1). This example combines a stiffness formu-
lation for the springs with a compliance formulation for the
cloth, while the contacts are handled using hard unilateral
constraints. The simulation runs at more than 35 fps with
Figure 8: Stable biomechanical simulation of the Lachman test us-
ing our 1D elastic models with stiff unilateral constraints. Left:
normal translation when pulling the tibia forward. Right: exces-
sive translation due to a deficient anterior cruciate ligament.
a Projected Gauss-Seidel LCP solver (on the Schur Comple-
ment computed from a LDLT decomposition) with a 0.01s
time step (contacts are the limitation for the time step). Using
a stiffness formulation, we were not able to avoid the diver-
gence of the jumping mat due to numerical hardness of the
nearly inextensible material.
Knee Figure 8 shows the simulation of a knee with ligaments
and muscle-tendon units using rigid bodies in contact, con-
nected by curved springs. The spring particles as well as the
muscle, tendons and ligament surfaces are attached to the
bones using linear blend skinning. The independent degrees
of freedom (DOFs) are the translations and rotations of the
bones, and the spring forces are propagated to them using
the transposed of the skinning Jacobian Js. Since ligaments
and tendons becomes very stiff after an elongation of about
5%, we model these bi-phasic materials by combining two
1D linear elastic laws: a soft one formulated as a stiffness,
and a stiff one above a strain limit (compliance formulation
with unilateral constraints). Applying varying strain limits
allows us to simulate hamstring muscles contractions to flex
the knee. The simulation runs very responsively at 11 fps,
using an active-set MINRES-based QP solver. The geomet-
ric stiffness Kg of the embedded springs is propagated to the
DOFs as JTsKgJs. Without it, the simulation is stable only
for very small time steps, or with large damping ratios, re-
sulting in less interactivity or instabilities as can be seen in
the accompanying video.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown the importance of geometric stiffness for the
dynamic simulation of stiff objects. This previously over-
looked linear tensor only changes the stiffness matrix, and
provides accurate first-order force approximations, with sim-
ple implementation which can be used in all elasticity-based
and constraint-based implicit simulation methods.
Some limitations of our work are left for future work. Stiff
damping is a straightforward extension. More non-linear
constraints will be handled. The stability, while dramati-
cally better than before, is not guaranteed since geometric
stiffness only provides a more accurate first-order operator,
not a real non-linear solution. In the compliant formulation,
the mass-stiffness matrix looses its block-diagonal structure,
which makes it more complex to factor. Numerical criteria for
choosing between constraint and elasticity could be useful.
Compliant constraints with geometric stiffness allow the sta-
ble simulation of arbitrarily stiff behaviors and large mass
ratios with larger time steps than previous methods. They
are compatible with standard elasticity, and provide an al-
ternative way to model constitutive laws. This is especially
useful for large and infinite stiffnesses, which can be simu-
lated using a single linear solution at each frame, while pre-
vious methods require complex non-linear solvers, smaller
time steps or modified constitutive laws with ad-hoc param-
eters. This approach does not require pre-factorizations, and
thus allows creating or deleting constraints on-the-fly, which
is useful for artistic control. We have successfully applied it
to mass-springs systems, 2D and 3D continuum-based elas-
tic models as well as articulated rigid bodies with kinematic
loops, with accelerations up to several orders of magnitude
with respect to previous methods. We believe that its com-
bined simplicity, efficiency and versatility, make it a useful
base tool for mechanical simulation.
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A Geometric Stiffness for Green-Lagrangian
Strain
We detail the computations for one Gauss point of a 3-
dimensional material which deformations are measured us-
ing Green-Lagrangian strain. Computations for 1D and 2D
materials and other strain measures follow the same method-
ology.
For a material point p, with undeformed position p¯, the defor-
mation gradient is the 3× 3 matrix F = ∂p/∂p¯. In most pop-
ular discretization methods (e.g., finite elements, linear blend
skinning, moving least squares, linear modal subspace), it is
computed as a linear combination of the degrees of freedom
x [Cook 1995; Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000]. Noting the de-
formation gradient as a 9-dimensional row-major vector F×,
we have F× = Bx where B is a 9 × nd constant matrix con-
taining the values of the shape function gradients evaluated
at p¯. The 6-dimensional strain vector, computed using the
Green-Lagrangian measure, is ε = 1
2
(FTF − I3)∗ where the
operator ()∗ vectorizes a symmetric strain tensor using Voigt
notation. By differentiation, we obtain the 6 × nd Jacobian
matrix:
J =
∂ε
∂x
=
∂ε
∂F×
∂F×
∂x
=
F11 0 0 F21 0 0 F31 0 0
0 F12 0 0 F22 0 0 F32 0
0 0 F13 0 0 F23 0 0 F33
F12 F11 0 F22 F21 0 F32 F31 0
0 F13 F12 0 F23 F22 0 F33 F32
F13 0 F11 F23 0 F21 F33 0 F31
B
(24)
Finally, we obtain the nd × nd geometric stiffness matrix
through another differentiation:
K˜ =
∂JT
∂x
λ = B
T
 λ∧ 0 00 λ∧ 0
0 0 λ∧
B (25)
where the operator ()∧ converts a Voigt stress vector to a
symmetric matrix.
